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Abstract

Bilingual dictionaries of machine readable
form are important and indispensable in-
formation resources for cross-language in-
formation retrieval (CLIR), machine trans-
lation(MT), and so on. Speci�c aca-
demic areas or technology �elds become
focused on in these cross language infor-
mational activities. In this paper, we de-
scribe bilingual dictionary acquisition sys-
tem which extracts translations from non-
parallel but comparable corpora of speci�c
academic �elds and disambiguates the ex-
tracted translations. The proposed method
is two fold. At the �rst stage, candidates
of terms are extracted and ranked from
Japanese and English corpus, respectively.
At the second stage, ambiguous transla-
tions are resolved by selecting a transla-
tion of target language which is the nearest
ranked to the source language term. Fi-
nally, we experimentally evaluate the pro-
posed method.

1 Introduction

Bilingual dictionaries of machine readable form,
which we call \MRD" henceforth, are important
and indispensable information resources for cross-
language information retrieval (CLIR), machine
translation(MT), and so on. Speci�c academic ar-
eas or technology �elds become focused on in these
cross language informational activities. The major
di�culty is that developing MRD manually costs
too much and also consumes too much time to
catch up large number of new terminologies created
day by day. To solve this situation, we have to
develop an automatic bilingual dictionary acquisi-
tion system which uses bilingual corpora as infor-
mation resources. For this purpose, much research
has been done to extract lexical translations includ-
ing translations of collocations from aligned bilin-
gual parallel corpora (Daille et al.1994), (Smadja
et al.1996), (Fung1995b), (Kupiec1993), (Kumano
Hirakawa1994), (Haruno et al.1996). However, bilin-
gual parallel corpora are rarely found in the above

mentioned academic and technology areas because
these areas are growing rapidly. Then, we need a lexi-
cal translation acquisition system which extracts lex-
ical translations from non parallel bilingual corpora
that are not parallel but cover the same academic
or technological area. We call this type of corpora
as bilingual comparable corpora henceforth. Very
few research results, i.e. (Tanaka1996; Fung1995a)
have been published, but they have not yet been sat-
isfactory results. Actually, the method we propose
here is similar to (Fung1995a) in its basic idea, but
di�erent in several aspects. We describe these dif-
ferences component by component in the rest of the
paper.
It is almost impossible to acquire lexical trans-

lation from bilingual comparable corpora from
scratch. We usually use bilingual dictionary like
EDICT(Breen1995) for Japanese-English translation
to get the �rst approximation of lexical translations.
Since the resultant translations got directly from the
dictionary are often ambiguous, it is essential to
disambiguate lexical translations extracted directly
from the dictionary.
In this paper, we propose a disambiguation

method for Japanese word to English word trans-
lations. The proposed method is two fold. At the
�rst stage, simple words and compound words are
extracted from Japanese and English corpora respec-
tively. These extracted words are ranked by the
method described in section 3. At the second stage,
among English words that are the lexical translations
found in Edict for the given Japanese word, only the
highly relevant words are selected. In this draft, we
limit our focus only on translations of simple nouns.
The principle of our disambiguation is described in
section 2 and 3, and the experimental evaluation is
described in section 4.

2 Parallelism of Bilingual
Terminologies

As already described, we deal with not parallel but
comparable corpora. That means that we cannot
use the information of sentences alignment between
bilingual corpora. Thus, we need another type of in-
formation for disambiguation of lexical translations.
For this purpose, we adopt a rank of each word



which is usually used for automatic term recogni-
tion (ATR henceforth) task, such as term frequency,
tf�idf, etc.. Actually much work has been done
for ATR (Smadja Mckeown1990), (Smadja1993),
(Kageura Umino1996), (Frantzi Ananiadou1996),
(Hisamitsu Nitta1996), (Shimohata et al.1997),
(Nakagawa1997). We extract two sets of words from
Japanese and English corpora respectively by apply-
ing one of these ATR methods. Extracted words
are ranked according to the evaluation measures
of individual ATR method. Since we use compa-
rable corpora of the same academic or technology
area, extracted words of one language probably �nd
their translations in extracted word candidates of the
other language. In this situation, we pose the basic
idea as follows.
Suppose that the rank of word in language X is

normalized by the number of words in the set of
words extracted from the corpora in language X,
where X is either A or B. This normalization is ex-
tremely di�erent from (Fung1995a) which normalizes
with the number of occurrences of the word. Ap-
parently her normalization depends on the size of
corpus. On the contrary, our normalization depends
not on the corpus size but on the corpus' coverage
of academic �eld. Obviously our normalization is
more relevant to the academic contents the corpus
deals with. Then, the normalized rank is written as
Rank(Tx). Moreover, the word Ta of language A
is supposed to have more than one translated words
Tb1(Ta); T b2(Ta); ::: in language B. Then the basic
idea is this.

Basic Idea 1 If Tbi(Ta) is more relevant to Ta

than Tbj(Ta) is, then

j Rank(Ta)�Rank(Tbi(Ta)) j

<j Rank(Ta)�Rank(Tbj(Ta)) j.

The opposite direction also holds.

Here Tb1(Ta); T b2(Ta); ::: are sorted in ascending or-
der of
j Rank(Ta) � Rank(Tbi(Ta)) j , and result in
Tb1(Ta); Tb2(Ta); :::. Namely ,

j Rank(Ta)�Rank(Tb1(Ta)) j
<j Rank(Ta)� Rank(Tb2(Ta)) j
< :::.

Then, owing to the basic idea described above, the
word to be selected as the most relevant translation
of Ta is Tb1(Ta). The second most relevant transla-
tion of Ta is Tb2(Ta), and so on.
Now, we have two problems. The �rst problem is

to evaluate how accurate this selecting mechanism
is, in other words, to what extent the basic idea 1
holds. We describe experimental evaluation for this
problem in section 4.
The second problem is what ATR ranking method

�ts well for the basic idea 1. In the following sec-
tion, we introduce the ranking method which would
be promising for this purpose. In section 4, we ex-
perimentally evaluate the proposed disambiguation
methods for lexical translations based on two rank-
ing methods.

3 Ranking

In order to extract domain speci�c words from the
given corpora, we have to rank them according
to their termhood (Kageura Umino1996), which
roughly means the degree that a linguistic unit is
related to domain-speci�c concepts. As written in
(Kageura Umino1996) , the frequency information
about a word, like tf�idf, is an approximation of ter-
mhood. Obviously the relation between the simple
word and complex words which include the simple
word is very important. To my knowledge, this rela-
tion has not been paid enough attention so far. nak-
agawa97 focuses on the method to use this relation.
In technical documents, the majority of domain spe-
ci�c words are complex words, more precisely com-
pound nouns. In spite of huge number of technical
words being compound nouns, not so many number
of simple nouns contribute to make these compound
nouns. Considering this fact, we propose a new scor-
ing method which measures the importance of each
simple noun. This scoring method measures how
many distinct compound nouns contain the simple
noun as their parts in a given document or a set of
documents. Pre( simple word ) and Post( simple
word ) are introduced for this purpose, and de�ned
as follows.

De�nition 1 In the given corpus, Pre(N ), where N
is a noun appeared in the document, is the number

of distinct nouns that N adjoins and make compound

nouns with N , and Post(N ) is the number of distinct

nouns that adjoin N and make compound nouns with

N .

The key point of this de�nition is that Pre(N ) and
Post(N ) count not the number of total occurrences
of word which is adjacent to N , but the number of
distinct words that adjoin N or N adjoins. That
means that Pre(N ) and Post(N ) do not measure
surface statistics of compound nouns containing N ,
but do measure how the writer of the technical doc-
ument interprets N and uses it in the document. If
a certain word, say W , expresses the key concept of
the system that the document describes, the writer of
the document must use W not only many times but
also in various ways that include forming and using
many compound nouns that contain W . This kind
of usage really reects the termhood of that word.
In this sense, Pre and Post very directly measure
termhood. Figure 1 shows an example of Pre and
Post.

Next, we extend this scoring method to cover
compound nouns. For the given compound noun
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Figure 1: An example of Pre and Post

N1N2 � � �Nk where Nis are simple nouns, the scores
of importance of N1N2 � � �Nk, which is called
Imp(N1N2 � � �Nk), is de�ned as follows.

Imp(N1N2 � � �Nk) =

(
Qk

i=1((Pre(Ni) + 1) � (Post(Ni) + 1)))
1

2k

Imp(N ) is normalized by the length of compound
noun N , and doesn't depend on the length of N .
Although Pre and Post are very similar to Con-

text Heterogeneity proposed in (Fung1995a). In our
term, she uses Pre and Post separately. On the con-
trary, we combine them as one single score Imp. In
fact, our preliminary experiments of term extraction
showed that biasing either Pre or Post over the other
did not improve term extraction accuracies. Then,
we adopt Imp de�ned here.

4 Experimental Evaluations

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the
method to disambiguate lexical translations which
we outlined in section 2. In the actual implementa-
tion, we use the di�erence between the normalized
rank of Japanese word Tj and the normalized rank
of English word Te(Tj) which is a translation we �nd
in Edict(Breen1995).

Corpora
The corpora we use for this experimentation are
Japanese test collection and English test collection
that are used at NTCIR Workshop 1(Kando1999).
The test collection is the sets of Japanese and English
abstracts of papers of four academic societies, namely
Japan Architecture Society (JAS), Institute of Elec-
tric Engineering (IEE), Institute of Electronics and
Communication Engineering (IECE), , and Informa-
tion Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ), published
in Japan. A portion of these bilingual corpora are
parallel. The percentages of parallel text against the
whole corpus of the four corpora will be shown later.

Morphological Analysis and POS Tagging
We use morphological analyzer ChaSen (Mat-
sumoto1997) for Japanese corpora, and Brill's tag-
ger(Brill1994) for English corpora to extract simple
and complex nouns.

Ranking
We compare two ranking methods. The �rst one
is the ranking based on Imp described in section 3.

Society No. of J No. of E
name
JAS 55715 50236
IEE 18008 399
IECE 86364 33076
IPSJ 26815 11860

\ No. of J" means the number of abstracts in
Japanese and \ No. of E" means the number of ab-
stracts in English.

Table 1: Corpora used in our experiment

Society Name Number of
one-to-one nouns

JAS 813
IEE 377
IECE 1092
IPSJ 720

Table 2: Number of One-to-one corresponding nouns

In this ranking method, not only simple nouns but
also complex nouns are equally treated. The sec-
ond one is the ranking based only on the word
frequencies. The latter ranking is used as a baseline.

One-to-one corresponding words
Many Japanese words have just one English transla-
tions. More formally, it is stated as follows. Using
Edict, usually are there plural Te(Tj), say Te1(Tj),
Te2(Tj), .... for Tj. However, if a set of words ex-
tracted from English corpora includes only one of
Te1(Tj), Te2(Tj), ...., say Te(Tj), then Tj has one-
to-one correspondence to Te(Tj). These are the ideal
cases, where the disambiguation of translations of Tj
has been already accomplished. In other words, this
is the �rst fruitful result we obtained by compar-
ing two word sets extracted from Japanese and En-
glish corpora, respectively. In table 2, the number
of these one-to-one translations in top 10,000 ranked
extracted complex and simple nouns are shown for
four kinds of corpora described in table 1.

Then, our target is to disambiguate non one-to-one
translations:Te1(Tj); T e2(Tj); :::: for Tj.

Disambiguation
We show one example of Tj and Te1(Tj), Te2(Tj),
.... translated with Edict for information science area
corpora in the following, where distance(Tj; T e) is
de�ned as follows.

distance(Tj; Te) =

j Rank(Tj) �Rank(Te(Tj)) j

and the ranking method is Imp based one.



Tj =処理
Te1(Tj) = processing
distance(処理, processing)=1.29
Te2(Tj) = teatment
distance(処理, treatment)=44.7
Te3(Tj) = disposition
distance(処理, disposition)=88.6
Te4(Tj) = disposal
distance(処理, disposal)=96.4

As you expect from this example, Te1(Tj), which
has the smallest distance, would be the best transla-
tion, and Te2(Tj) of the second smallest distance

would be the second best translation, and so on.
In real applications, the important problem is
how many translations we select as Tj's transla-
tions. However, we have already ranked transla-
tions according to distance. Thus, we could use
distance(Tj; T e(Tj)) as the weight of Te(Tj) in ac-
tual applications. Anyway, at this moment, it is im-
portant to know how accurate disambiguated trans-
lations based on distance(Tj; Te(Tj)) are. In ta-
ble 3, we show the recalls and the precisions for three
cases. The �rst row shows the results where Te1(Tj)
is selected. The second row shows the results where
Te1(Tj) and Te2(Tj) are selected and the third
row shows the results where Te1(Tj), Te2(Tj) and
Te3(Tj) are selected. To calculate recall and pre-
cision, we need the correct translations. In this ex-
periment, we use terminology dictionaries(Aoki1993;
Hirayama1995; Nagao1990) to extract correct trans-
lations between Japanese terminologies and English
terminologies. In table 3, \parallel text ratio" is de-
�ned as follows.

parallel text ratio = (ParaJ � ParaE)1=2

where
ParaJ = ( Number of parallel abstracts )/

( Number of the whole Japanese abstracts ),
and

ParaE = ( Number of parallel abstracts )/

( Number of the whole English abstracts ).

Also in table 3, Imp means Imp based ranking,
and FB means frequency based ranking. R and P
mean Recall and Precision, respectively.

As expected, Te1 cases show high precisions and
low reall. In Te1 and Te2 cases, disambiguation us-
ing Imp based ranking method results in almost 90%
of recall. By this fact, if we use these results as trans-
lations, we expect higher recall in CLIR. As for rank-
ing, Imp based method is slightly superior to simple
frequency based ranking method.

Moreover, since our method aims at disambigua-
tion of translations for non parallel corpora, we evalu-
ate three cases where the parallel text ratio that is de-
�ned previously is 0%, 50% and 100%, respectively.
Actually in table 4, R(0), R(50) and R(100) mean

JAS parallel text ratio = 0.95
Imp FB

R P R P
Te1 0.66 0.95 0.63 0.89
Te1 and Te2 0.96 0.68 1.0 0.71
Te1;�2 and �3 1.0 0.64 1.0 0.64

IEE parallel text ratio = 0.12
Imp FB

R P R P
Te1 0.54 0.65 0.46 0.55
Te1 and Te2 0.83 0.50 0.83 0.50
Te1;�2 and �3 1.0 0.49 1.0 0.49

IECE
parallel text ratio = 0.59

Imp FB
R P R P

Te1 0.73 0.76 0.50 0.52
Te1 and Te2 0.91 0.48 0.91 0.48
Te1;�2 and �3 1.0 0.38 1.0 0.38

IPSJ parallel text ratio = 0.65
Imp FB

R P R P
Te1 0.59 0.68 0.59 0.68
Te1 and Te2 0.91 0.52 0.81 0.46
Te1;�2 and �3 1.0 0.42 0.97 0.41

Table 3: Recall and precision for the corpora

recalls for parallel text ratio = 0%, 50% and 100%,
respectively, and P(0), P(50) and P(100) are preci-
sions for parallel text ratio = 0%, 50% and 100%, re-
spectively. At this moment we have calculated recall
and precision only for Institute of Electronics and
Communication Engineering corpora. As shown in
table 4, parallel text ratio has no e�ect on recalls and
precisions. That means that our method is proven to
be quite robust for extracting translations from non
parallel bilingual corpora and disambiguating them.

In these results, we use translations appeared
only in terminology dictionaries(Aoki1993; Hi-
rayama1995; Nagao1990) as the correct translations.
However, the dictionaries apparently fail to extract
quite a few correct translations as follows. In fact,
the following translations are examples of automat-
ically extracted translations by our method. This
fact implies that the recall and precision of the re-
sults of our method would be virtually much higher.
Then, our method has already show better quality in
many translations than manually made dictionaries.
This fact really encourages the promising future of
our method.

Examples of correct translations extracted
our method but not appeared in dictio-
nary(Hirayama1995)



Imp based ranking method
R(0) R(50) R(100)
P(0) P(50) P(100)

Te1
0.57 0.58 0.58
0.67 0.62 0.68
Te1 and Te2
0.88 0.85 0.89
0.52 0.51 0.52
Te1;�2 and �3
0.95 0.92 0.97
0.45 0.44 0.44

Frequency based ranking method
R(0) R(50) R(100)
P(0) P(50) P(100)

Te1
0.57 0.55 0.58
0.67 0.65 0.68
Te1 and Te2
0.86 0.83 0.86
0.51 0.50 0.50
Te1;�2 and �3
0.94 0.92 0.97
0.44 0.44 0.44

Table 4: Recall and precision for the corpora of Insti-
tute of Electronics and Communication Engineering

対象 ! target,object,subject
運動 ! motion,exercise
強度 ! strength, intensity
操作 ! operation, management
音響 ! sound, noise, echo, acoustic
集合 ! set
線形 ! linear
仕様 ! speci�cation
評価 ! evaluation

5 Conclusion

We proposed an automatic translation acquisition
system, and experimentally evaluated it. The re-
sults are very promising. The next problem to be
solved is to extract and disambiguate collocation to
collocation translations based on the word to word
translations extracted by the method proposed here.
This research is �nancially supported by the grant
in aid of Ministry of Education and Academics of
Japan.
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